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Author name: Tom Wein 
  
Project title: Dignity in Development: How to build a world that treasures  
  
Subject: International development 
 
Presses pitching to:  Unknown 
 
Editor’s availability for Zoom call (within 14 days of delivery):  
Flexible – most availability Mondays and Fridays 
 
Areas on which Author would like particular feedback/focus:  
“I am hoping for a review of my proposal and advice on how to improve it further so 
I can pitch it to presses.” 
 
Editor’s approach/introduction:  
It’s unclear from the proposal whether your book fits best at a trade or a university 
press, so I’m trying to consider both sides as I offer recommendations to improve 
“further.” The key difference would be that you have a bit more room to build your 
story in a trade proposal, whereas the academic proposal is tighter and thus has to 
deliver more substance with every sentence. 
 

Assessment 
 
Overall Strengths & Weaknesses: 
This is the beginning of a solid proposal, but it needs a lot more specificity. The 
proposal currently assumes that the reader of this document (agent or press) is in 
the field of development and already understands the core concepts involved, 
when in fact that would likely not be the case. Overall, my suggestion would be to 
take everything at least one step further in terms of clarity, detail, and, importantly, 
sales-focus. A book proposal is, fundamentally, a business plan. This draft is a 
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summary of (important and interesting) facts that needs more “push” to ensure the 
proposal-reader understands the urgency and value of publishing about these 
facts. 
 
Related: If this is for a pitch to trade presses, it needs a lot more depth – it can be a 
lot longer. If it’s for university presses, it needs to be tighter and clearer in the 
limited space one has. 
 
Thesis and argument:  
The key drumbeat that dignity needs to be added to development and that 
development needs to incorporate dignity is clear… but what that means vis-à-vis a 
book is unclear. What will it argue or offer? How will it do that in terms of structure?  
 
Big ideas books can struggle to pull in the big idea and make it digestible. The way 
to start that is by grounding the terms and giving them context, and I think that 
needs to happen more throughout the proposal.  
 
Length: 
Proposal: a fine length for an academic proposal, but there’s a lot of room to 
expand for non-university-press pitches. 
 
Book: 120k is very long, even for a “big ideas” book. I recommend aiming below 90k. 
 
Book Title:  
I like the title and subtitle. The title is simple and clear. I feel like “treasures humans” 
is a bit big and could be honed to give a hint towards more specificity or content. 
 
Related: This is a “how to” subtitle but the overview doesn’t get into any “how to,” so 
that connection should be re-evaluated. In other words, if it is a “how to” book, then 
the overview needs to show it. If it’s not, then it shouldn’t be in the subtitle. 
 
Sections: 
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Overview: 
Overviews have the job of saying why the book matters, why it matters in this 
particular moment, why the author is the only person who can write it in this 
moment, and why readers’ lives will be changed. It’s more sales than summary. 
Overall, I like the big ideas in the overview, but I don’t get a sense of what the book 
is going to do with. I get core concepts, the idea that there will be overviews of 
charities, and that the author has high-level authority on “dignity” and 
“development. This is all good, but as far as what the book looks like, how it will 
impact readers, and how the author’s particular authority lends itself to this 
particular medium are missing. 
 
About the Author: 
I would recommend reorganizing the strong bio to make it more effect faster. Basic 
facts at the front should include degree info and professional experience. Move to 
publications – books and articles. Then broader audience sources like podcasts and 
speaking engagements. The big speaking piece should be showcased, perhaps 
along with the consultant work. The bio is informative, but in a proposal is still 
fundamentally sales. 
 
Audience: 
There are really marketable audience segments here and my advice is to take all of 
them a lot further. Build the story of these audiences with context as well as more 
stats. 
 
Competing/Comparable Works: 
This is a great list of books and I really like the split of books on development and 
books on dignity. However, the books need context. Choose 5-6 published within 
the last 5 years that really can make a case for the importance of your book and 
talk about how and why. The comp section is basically the chance to say “People 
read X because… My book will similarly/differently...” 
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You don’t want to show just a bookshelf, per se, but more the conversation that 
people who read all the books on the shelf are having about those books, if that 
makes sense. 
 
Market: 
There are strong marketing pieces in this list, but I think you can make them 
stronger and more compelling by approaching the section as a chance to prove you 
have a plan. 
 
At its core, this is the business-y-est (?) section of the proposal. This is where you 
get to say to the agent/publisher “I have a plan that will make your life easier.” It’s 
the chance to show you are worth your weight as a business partner because 
you’re already 10 steps ahead at solving their problems. And their biggest problem 
is sales. 
 
Your breakdowns are wise. Flesh them out with more explicit action steps wherever 
possible. eg. don’t just say you have a LinkedIn presence. Say you do and how that 
connects to the book. Are you posting about topics that are in the book? What kind 
of traction do you get? Will you enhance what you’re doing? Etc. 
 
Chapter Summaries: 
In some ways, the chapter summaries should be the driest part of the proposal. By 
the time the agent/publisher gets here, they should already be sold on your idea 
and ready to run with it. The summaries are the space to quickly and clearly lay out 
pure content. 
 
I think the current section split is good, but the summaries themselves zoom in and 
zoom out too much to get a clear sense of what each chapter is fundamentally 
doing. Your enthusiasm for the research and case studies comes through, but at 
the cost of losing the narrative arc of the chapters. I would recommend pulling 
these back to the key beats of each chapter and saving the stories for the chapters 
themselves. It’s great to read all the pieces, but you don’t need them here. In many 
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cases, you can take that enthusiasm and some of those examples and pull them 
earlier into the proposal. Your overview could really light up from a careful choice 
of one or two of them. 
 
The chapter summaries are currently doing the work of connecting dignity to 
development, which they don’t need to be doing. Push that up to the overview. 
Here, you just need a paragraph (maybe two) per chapter that is nuts-and-bolts of 
topic and structure. 
 
Style, Voice, or Copyediting issues: 
I think as you expand on this, you will have more room to let the reader see a bit 
more of your style and voice. In general, it’s clear and direct. I love how your 
enthusiasm and passion for the work emerges in the chapter summaries – speaks 
well to an engaging set of sample chapters in the eventual final product. Nice work. 
 
Next Steps & Editor’s Conclusion: 
Overall, I say go further, deeper, bigger. 
 
A few places to begin: 

• In the Overview, define your terms, your context, and your story. Try to bring 
the enthusiasm in your chapter summaries up. The Overview is arguably the 
most “creative” section of the proposal. It’s the agent/publisher’s first 
impression of you so it has to hook them about you, your style, and your 
subject. 

• Develop your two audience segments further. Spell out who they are, how 
they relate/overlap/expand on each other. Anywhere you can shore up broad 
knowledge about them with data, do so. 

• Take each marketing section and decide what the clear, actionable steps are 
that you can promise in advance. Turn each grouping from a list into a plan. 

• Hone your comp titles by choosing the most relevant and then expanding on 
those 5-6. Try to give them each a paragraph that lets the proposal-reader 
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know what that book is about and how it opens space for something specific 
about your book. Often this is not an apples-to-apples comparison. 

• Identify the arcs and key bullet points of each chapter. Save the stories for 
the book, and simply let the proposal-reader know the basics of what they 
will encounter in the chapter. 

• Identify the arcs and key bullet points of each chapter. Save the stories for 
the book, and simply let the propo 

• Identify the arcs and key bullet points of each chapter. Save the stories for 
the book, and simply let the proposal-reader know the basics of what they 
will encounter in the chapter. and key bullet points of each chapter. Save the 
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• In the Overview, define your terms, your context, and your story. Try to bring 
the enthusiasm in your chapter summaries up. The Overview is arguably the 
most “creative” section of the proposal. It’s the agent/publisher’s first 
impression of you so it has to hook them about you, your style, and your 
subject. 

• Develop your two audience segments further. Spell out who they are, how 
they relate/overlap/expand on each other. Anywhere you can shore up broad 
knowledge about them with data, do so. 

 
The agents/publishers who will read your proposal are likely not exclusively in the 
dignity-and-development arena, so there is so much room available for you to flesh 
out a strong case for the importance and necessity of this book. Give yourself the 
freedom to put that on the page. 
 
Sincerely, 
Caroline M. 


